Axons navigate to trace stereotypic trajectories over an environment often rich in glial cells. Once axonal trajectories are defined, their structuring proceeds through multiple fasciculation and defasciculation events, to finally establish the mature bundles. Fasciculation and ensheathment also proceed in close association between axons and glial cells, and ultimately require glia. The cross-talk between axons and glia during axon guidance is manifested in: (i) axonal fasciculation and bundling, promoted by glia; (ii) growth cone guidance, as glia function as guidepost cells at choice points; (iii) glial migration patterns, which are influenced by neurons; (iv) cell survival control, which constrains position and number of both cell types; and (iv) connectivity, where an axon contacts its final target aided by glial cells. Understanding the reciprocal interactions between neurons and glia during guidance and fasciculation is absolutely necessary to implement repair of axonal trajectories upon damage. Drosophila can be used as a model system for these purposes.
Introduction
Axons trace intricate and stereotypic trajectories -something that has provoked the curiosity of researchers for a long time. Ramón y Cajal [1] gave us the main paradigm of axon guidance: a growth cone is attracted to or repelled from a source of diffusible chemoattractant or chemorepellent molecules. He would be happy to hear that an extraordinary wealth of evidence has identified such molecules and shown how they work (see references in [2] [3] [4] [5] ). Knowledge of these molecules has been derived from using an experimental paradigm for the molecular genetic approach to axon guidance: the control of midline crossing by axons [2, 4] .
All bilateral organisms have their body divided into a right and a left side (Figure 1a) . The motor and sensory systems that innervate each side connect with the brain via the interneurons that run along the spinal cord in vertebrates or the ventral nerve cord in arthropods. Many of these interneurons cross the midline and project contralaterally. Midline crossing presumably serves to co-ordinate left-right movement. The vertebrate floorplate cells and the Drosophila midline glia are the sources of diffusible attractant and repellent molecules that control midline crossing. A typical interneuron axon is first attracted to the midline; once it reaches the midline, it is repelled from it to project contralaterally.
In 1976, Bate [6] proposed that glia could function like guidepost cells during growth-cone guidance. He proposed that axon guidance proceeds step-wise: a growth cone extends short distances towards sequential guidepost cells before it reaches its final destination in the target tissue or brain. There
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Abbreviations used: CNS, central nervous system; PNS, peripheral nervous system; VUM, ventral unpaired median. 1 e-mail a.hidalgo@bham.ac.uk is abundant old and recent evidence, both in vertebrates and in insects, that glia can function as guidepost cells or intermediate targets in axon guidance [7, 8] . There is particularly rich genetic evidence that the midline cells -midline glia in Drosophila -function like an intermediate target encountered by a typical interneuron axon [2, 4, 8] . Ablation experiments have also demonstrated this role for glial cells. First, when midline cells, including the midline glia, are ablated early by expression of the toxin ricin or cell-killing genes, axons never cross the midline, revealing that there is an attractive function of midline glia over commissural axons [4] . If midline cells are ablated later on, the longitudinal axons collapse over the midline, revealing a midline-dependent repulsive function [4] . Secondly, ablation of the longitudinal glia in the central nervous system (CNS) affects the initial formation of the longitudinal fascicles and subsequent fasciculation and defasciculation events [9] . Thirdly, ablation of the segment boundary cell in grasshopper [10] and the exit glia in Drosophila [11] disrupts guidance of the motoraxons as they exit the CNS and of sensory axons as they approach the CNS [11] . Fourthly, elimination of the retinal basal glia in the optic stalk prevents the progression of retinal axons into the optic stalk [12] . Finally, loss of glia in 'non-stop' mutants prevents contact between photoreceptor axons and their target laminal neurons [13] . Two questions arise: what do glia do to the approaching axons? How do glia acquire the positions that enable them to influence axon guidance?
An axon-glia scaffold underlies the formation of axon bundles
The majority of axons extend over axon-glia scaffolds (Figure 1b) . A typical interneuron axon crosses the midline over either the anterior or the posterior segmentally repeated commissures ( Figure 1c ). These commissures are formed as the midline glia migrate over the ventral unpaired median (VUM) axons [14] . Mutations that affect midline neuronal cell function autonomously also affect midline glial function non-autonomously, preventing the normal formation of the commissures [15] . This means that interneuron axons project over an axon-glia scaffold across the midline. After crossing the midline, interneuron axons encounter other intermediate targets on the contralateral side (Figure 1d) . The longitudinal connectives of the Drosophila ventral nerve cord neuropile build up over a scaffold formed by the longitudinal or interface glia [16] and three major axonal fascicles that can be visualized with anti-FasII antibodies (Figure 1e ). These fascicles are formed by the axons of a small class of neurons, called the pioneer neurons, which are the first ones to project axons [6, [17] [18] [19] . Pioneer neurons are therefore the true navigators of an axon-free environment. There are four pioneer neurons per hemisegment, which are remarkably conserved throughout the arthropods [20] . At the end of embryogenesis, there are three major axonal fascicles overlaid by the longitudinal glia [21] . Two of these fascicles are formed by the axons of the pioneer neurons; the origin of the outer most fascicle is unknown. When the pioneer neurons [19] or the longitudinal glia [9, 21] are ablated, the longitudinal connectives do not form. This means that follower interneuron axons use a scaffold formed by pioneer axons and longitudinal glia to extend.
During the formation of scaffolds and once the scaffolds are formed, a major role of glia is to provoke axonal fasciculation and defasciculation of follower axons. In fact, targeted ablation of midline glia after the initial formation of the commissures causes the defasciculation of axons across the commissures [22] . The commissures fuse across the midline, appear wider and fuzzy. In normal development, at the end of axonogenesis, the commissural bundles of axons are wrapped by the cytoplasmic projections of the midline glia. A gene involved in this ensheathing role of glia is wrapper [23] . Thus, midline glia are required for the fasciculation and ensheathment of follower axons into segmentally repeated commissures.
The longitudinal glia control the fasciculation and defasciculation patterns of follower axons along the longitudinal trajectories. A follower axon must decide to project contralaterally, longitudinally rather than towards the periphery, and along a particular fascicle. In the absence of longitudinal glia caused by targeted ablation [9, 21] or by a mutation in the gcm (glial cells missing) gene [9, 21, [24] [25] [26] [27] , the following are observed: follower axons defasciculate or fasciculate abnormally and they misroute out of the CNS or misroute across the midline. At the end of axonogenesis during normal development, the longitudinal bundles are completely enwrapped by the cytoplasmic projections of the longitudinal glia (R. Griffiths and A. Hidalgo, unpublished work). Thus, longitudinal glia control the fasciculation and ensheathment of longitudinal bundles.
The initial formation of axon-glia scaffolds also requires neuron-glia interactions. In fact, in longitudinal pathways, cytoplasmic projections emanating from both growth cones and glia are in contact well before growth cones extend [21] . Furthermore, targeted ablation of the MP2 pioneer neurons -with which longitudinal glia interact closely -as well as longitudinal glia, causes a more severe axon guidance phenotype than glial ablation alone [9] . Glia can play a relevant role during the formation of axonal scaffolds by functioning as intermediate targets that trigger choice point decisions.
Glia occupy choice point positions during the formation of axonal scaffolds
A growth cone traces its trajectory by making subsequent decisions of whether to turn, defasciculate from sister axons, or proceed. The guidance decisions are made at choice points, which are often occupied by glial cells. For instance, in the peripheral nervous system (PNS), the growth cones of the segmentally repeated pioneer motor neurons first extend towards the peripheral glia and establish contact with them [28] . The peripheral glia later migrate over the motor axons and as the motor axons fasciculate with sensory axons that project towards the CNS. Peripheral glia finally enwrap the peripheral axonal bundles [28] ; the gene fray is involved in this process [29] . Targeted ablation of the peripheral glia by expressing the cell-killing genes grim and ced-3 affects pathfinding by motoraxons that exit the CNS and causes sensory axons that would normally enter the CNS to stall [11] . Thus, peripheral glia function at two choice point decisions: the exit from the CNS of motoraxons and the entry of sensory axons into the CNS.
In the eye, glia line up the trajectory of photoreceptor axons that serve as intermediate targets [12, 13, [30] [31] [32] (Figure 2 ). Photoreceptor axons leave the retina, enter the optic stalk in contact with the retino-basal glia and project topographically into the optic lobe in the brain. Some stop in the lamina between the epithelial and marginal glia, and some carry on to the medulla, where the medulla glia are located. When the retino-basal glial number is reduced and migration is blocked using dominant negative Ras, the photoreceptor axons are not able to enter the optic stalk [12] . Similarly, when glia migrate in an unusual direction under the ectopic expression of hh, photoreceptor axons misroute following the ectopic glia [33] . In the optic lobes of the brain, the laminal glia migrate to occupy positions as guidepost cells for innervating photoreceptor axons [30] . Thus, photoreceptor axons follow and contact glia at multiple points in their trajectory.
The guidance roles of a particular glial class can be specific for a given neuronal type. In fact, glia have a different influence on the two major longitudinal pioneer fascicles [21] . The longitudinal pathway is formed as a fascicle that is composed of two descending pioneer axons that meet an ascending fascicle formed by two more pioneer axons; all the pioneer axons come into contact forming the first longitudinal tract [17, 19] . The longitudinal direction of the pioneer axons is defined by repulsion from the midline by the repellent signalling molecule Slit, which binds the Robo receptor on the pioneer axons. The distance covered by the descending fascicle is greater than that covered by the ascending fascicle. Furthermore, the descending fascicle undergoes multiple guidance decisions, whereas the ascending pioneer fascicle extends a short distance and then stalls. Glia affect more severely the descending pioneer fascicle, relative to the ascending one [21] . First, in the absence of glia, the defasciculation of the descending interneuron pioneer axon dMP2 from the motoraxon aCC may not take place, which leads to interneurons being misrouted towards the muscle. Secondly, the fasciculation of the ascending and descending pioneer fascicles may not take place, which causes loss of or breaks in the longitudinal tracts. The first longitudinal fascicle undergoes a series of defasciculation and re-fasciculation events, which shapes the final pioneer axon trajectories [19, 21] . When glia are ablated or gcm is mutated, the pattern of three major axonal fascicles is not established [21, [24] [25] [26] [27] . Thus, longitudinal glia occupy choice point positions relevant for longitudinal tract formation.
Most of our knowledge of the molecular aspects of the role of glia as intermediate targets at choice points comes from the midline paradigm (Figure 1c) . The midline glia in Drosophila are the source of attractive and repellent signals that axons respond to as they decide whether to cross or not to cross the midline. Since the molecular basis of midline crossing has been reviewed in many other articles [2-5,34-38], they are not reviewed here.
Migration and ultimate positions of glia depend on neurons
The stereotypical positions that glia occupy to trigger choice point decisions by growth cones during axon guidance are largely specified by the neurons.
During the formation of the longitudinal pathways, glial migration is associated with the pioneering growth cones [21] . Glia migrate clustered over the pioneer axons, and ahead of, but close to, the growth cone. In fact, during axon guidance, longitudinal glial migration depends on contact with the pioneer axons. If pioneer neurons are ablated, the migration of surviving glia is disrupted [39] . Furthermore, if neuronal ablation is carried out in embryos in which programmed cell death does not occur, the glial number is rescued, but their migration is not [39] . Thus, longitudinal glia need axon contact to migrate.
The midline glia also migrate along axons, and this is also necessary for the final structuring of the axonal trajectories [14] . In fact, when the anterior and posterior commissures first form, they are linked across the midline. The midline glia then migrate over the VUM axons, separating the anterior and posterior commissures. Glia thus acquire the final positions that enable them to enwrap the commissural part of the axons. A component of these neuron-glia interactions is Kette, a transmembrane protein that is produced by VUM neurons and that is required for their correct axonal projections. Mutations in the kette gene affect midline glia migration [15] . Other potential components have also been identified [40, 41] .
Glia do not always migrate over axons, and glial migration may not always be a prerequisite for correct axonal patterning. During retinal innervation of the optic lobe, the laminal glia migrate a fair distance from their origin to the positions they occupy as intermediate targets for the photoreceptor axons [30] . In sine oculis mutants that lack innervation, some laminal glia migrate to the correct layers, implying that migration of laminal glia does not require axon contact [30] . Similarly, as the photoreceptor axons leave the retina and extend along the optic stalk, the retinal basal glia originate in the optic stalk and migrate into the retina [31] , but they do not require axons for their migration [12] . Remarkably, however, retinal basal glia do rely on long-range neuronal signalling for migration [12] . In fact, in the absence of neurons, retinal basal glia do not migrate. Dpp and Hh are signalling molecules that can direct glial migration from a distance [33] . Thus, despite the absence of axon contact, neurons can control glial migration through long-range signalling.
Neuron-glia interactions also differ, for instance, in the PNS versus the CNS. Both in the embryonic [28, 42] and adult [28, 42] PNS, glia migrate over the axons once the axonal trajectories have been established, rather than together with them. In the embryo [28, 42] , the peripheral glia originate in the CNS and migrate to the PNS. Initially, the exit glia are located ahead of the pioneer motorneuron growth cones. These growth cones project towards the exit glia and make contact with them. This is, however, a 'touch-and-go' event, since the growth cones then continue to extend past the exit glia. Subsequently, once the motor axons have left the CNS-PNS transition zone, the peripheral glia migrate over the combined fascicles of motor and sensory axons. The embryonic neuromuscular junction is established before the glia have reached it, but later during the larval stage, the glia cover the neuromuscular junction. Thus, in the embryonic PNS, glial migration follows axonal trajectories.
In the adult wing, the origin and migration patterns of peripheral glia have been studied using clonal analysis [28, 42] . The induced and labelled clones show that peripheral glia are generated within the epithelium that develops into the wings. Labelled glial cells are seen to depart from the clone, always along the innervated veins and in a distal-to-proximal direction. Thus, in the adult PNS, glial migration is restricted, directional and follows the pre-existing axons.
It will be important to further confirm whether the mechanisms linking glial migration and axonal patterning vary with glial type, context or model system, and why.
Survival pressure as a positional constraint
The fact that axons need to have glia as guideposts at precise locations for guidance and fasciculation, but that these positions are determined by the axons themselves is paradoxical. One mechanism that pushes cells away from this 'chicken-or-egg' situation is survival pressure: cells receive the message that if they move away from the positions that ensure axon or glial contact, they will die. In the normal nervous system, we observe the surviving cells, since observing dying cells is relatively unlikely. To understand what keeps cells alive in a normal embryo, we have to provoke less normal conditions. Thus to visualize the impact of cell interactions on cell survival, it is necessary to break these interactions, either by ablation or mutation.
In multiple contexts, glia die if neurons are eliminated or abnormal. For instance, some longitudinal and midline glia undergo apoptosis when neuronal contact is defective [43] [44] [45] . If glia are now rescued from apoptosis, they will not migrate to their correct positions [39, 46] . This suggests that survival pressure helps to keep glia in their correct positions; however, neurons may also require glial contact for survival [9] . If both neurons and glia require each other for survival, how can survival pressure constrain glial positions?
In the longitudinal pathways, cell survival interactions during axon guidance are asymmetric, and this asymmetry is instructive during guidance. In fact, in the absence of longitudinal glia, follower neurons die, while pioneer neurons do not [9] . Since pioneer neurons need glia for axon guidance and fasciculation [21] , by maintaining the survival of some of the longitudinal glia, they confine glia to the area near the pioneer growth cone, thus enabling pathfinding [44] . Pioneer neurons are necessary for the formation of the longitudinal axonal tracts, since in their absence, follower neurons cannot establish the longitudinal trajectories [19] . Pioneer neurons are specified earlier (i.e. shorter lineages) [47, 48] than other neuronal types and they are highly conserved throughout the arthropods [20] . This suggests that maintaining pioneer neurons different from the follower neurons endows axonal pathfinding with stability and reliability during development and evolution. It appears that it is essential for the reliability of the neuropile that pioneer neuron survival be independent of the glia that these same neurons require for guidance.
Two neuronal signalling molecules are now known to control glial survival during axon guidance (Figure 1b) : the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligands, Spitz, which maintains midline glia survival [45, 49] , and Vein, which maintains the survival of a subset of the longitudinal glia [44] . It is interesting that two similar ligands maintain the survival of two different glial classes. This may be necessary for and unique to the characteristic ladder-like structure of the arthropod neuropile.
Contact-mediated neuron-glia interactions
Survival pressure means that if neuron-glia interactions are disrupted, both axons and glia will search for alternative contacts that will sustain their survival. For instance, in the absence of pioneer neurons, longitudinal glia cluster over neurons and over the midline [39] . Conversely, in the absence of commissures, midline glia move over the longitudinal tracts [43, 45] . The cells that do not migrate towards the new source of trophic support will die.
However, when lateral neuron-glia interactions are disrupted in reaper mutant embryos that lack programmed cell death, axons and glia now move dramatically across the midline [39] . This means that in normal development contactmediated neuron-glia interactions maintain the lateral positions of cells. In fact, in embryos in which programmed cell death does not occur, but where neuron-glia interactions are intact, the structure of the neuropile is virtually normal [39] . In the normal embryo, in which cells can die if they do not contact their normal neighbours, survival pressure further constrains the positions of cells and axons. Thus, when neuron-glia interactions are broken, the frequent association between axons and glia in ectopic locations responds, not only to survival control, but also to adhesion mediated interactions between axons and glia.
Neuron-glia interactions in connectivity
Connectivity is the final point in axon guidance, as a growth cone finally reaches its target and establishes synaptic contact with it. In Drosophila, the role of glia in connectivity has been studied in the eye and the olfactory bulb. Glia organize the fasciculation patterns of olfactory axons as they enter the brain [50] ; they are also responsible for the organization of the glomeruli in the olfactory lobe (both in Drosophila [50] and in the tobacco hornworm Manduca sexta [51] ), where connectivity takes place. In the eye, glia are involved in the connectivity of photoreceptors axons to laminal neurons. repo mutants were identified by their abnormal eye electrical function [52] . Interestingly, repo is expressed in the glia of the optic lobe and not in neurons, and mutations in repo cause abnormal glial differentiation and subsequent neuronal apoptosis, both in the optic lobe and in the retina. This initial study indicated that connectivity of retinal axons required glial function and neuron-glia interactions. The photoreceptor axons leave the eye through the optic stalk and enter the brain lobe, where some establish contact with the laminal neurons and others carry on to contact the medullary neurons. In non-stop mutants, the axons that would normally establish synaptic contacts with the laminal neurons now carry on projecting deeper into the brain [13] . nonstop is required cell-autonomously in glia and not in the neurons. Glial migration is defective in non-stop mutants and the consequent cell-autonomous reduction in glial number prevents connectivity of photoreceptor axons. Remarkably, when laminal neurons are removed, the photoreceptor axons that normally contact them reach their target normally. This shows that glial cells are required for target selection.
Injury and repair
Neuron-glia interactions are intimately associated with growth cone guidance and these interactions are likely to be equally relevant for the regeneration of axonal tracts upon injury and disease. In Drosophila, axonal trajectories are very often, if not always, linked to glial patterns. This means that the regeneration of an axonal trajectory is likely to also require the reestablishment of glial patterns. In Drosophila, we have seen that there are reciprocal survival interactions between neurons and glia in vivo. This suggests that during regeneration, both cell populations will need to be maintained in order to keep both cell types alive. It has also been shown that, both guidance and survival requirements in Drosophila differ according to neuronal and glial type, context and whether it is the CNS or PNS. This implies that that the specific requirements of different cell types will need to be studied. This is important, because to implement repair neurons need to re-establish functional connections.
It is conceivable that the mechanisms that drive axonal tract formation during regeneration might actually be rather different from those found by an axon during development. In fact, it is likely that the damaged neurons are not pioneer neurons and therefore the properties of the axon, as well as the environment in which the axons navigate, may differ. Moreover, in the vertebrate nervous system glia can also be inhibitory to axonal growth. Nevertheless, the promotion of axonal growth has to be dealt with as well as the prevention of axon growth inhibition. The observations from Drosophila are consistent with findings from regeneration experiments in vertebrates. For instance, axonal growth is promoted when olfactory ensheathing glia are grafted into the site of injury in the spinal cord [53, 54] . Drosophila can be used as a model system to deepen our knowledge and understanding of the mechanisms needed to promote and maintain axon tract formation, which are vital to implement repair upon injury or disease.
